
Killer Sales Call Structure

AND STEAL EVERY DEAL 

NAIL EVERY SALE



The 4 types of people who get on a call
● Have a problem but no knowledge
● Have the knowledge but never taken action
● Have taken action but it’s not working
● Getting the results but not fast enough



Some non-negotiables of the call
● You are the prize, they are lucky to be on the call with you.
● Open with high energy and take lead from the start
● Make sure automatic reminders are in place and that YOU make the call, 

not them.
● Smile & dial... always
● Make sure that you are in a quiet room with no interruptions + use 

headphones 
● Take notes
● Your job is not to get a yes, your job is to get a decision made.
● 5 jumping jacks followed by 5 deep breaths 
● Tune in at exactly the assigned time, not a second before or after.



Opener- Get to know each other
Hey Michael, Tony here. I am the {{insert title}} and I’m excited to get to know you 
better!
Can you first tell me a bit about yourself?

*let them answer, just listen*
OK perfect, love meeting peeps like you.. Let me first put your mind at ease by 
sharing my number one, non-negotiable, never break promise to you. I will be 100% 
honest with you as we go through this call, no games, no tricks, just simple 
straightforward facts. Cool?

*let them answer, just listen*



Opener- Set expectations
My job is to simply help you decide if we are the right fit for you, answer all your questions 
& fairly, transparently tell you if you are not a good fit. In fact I have a strict rule to turn 
people away if we mutually agree about that.

I will start of by asking you some questions about you and your goals, then if it sounds 
like I can help and if it sounds like we’re a good fit I’ll explain how I can help you. If I say 
something that is not clear or doesn't make sense, just ask me to stop & explain. 

Does that sound fair? 

*wait for an affirmative answer*



Opener- Ground zero study
OK brace yourself, here comes question #1

Why are you here today? What made you want to look me up & book this call today?

*let them answer, just listen or probe further by asking*

“that’s interesting”, 
“oh I love that”, 
“what do you mean by that?”
“Can you clarify so there are no misunderstandings”
“Is there anything else?”
“Oh how cool!”



Diagnosis 1
Cool so let’s start by doing an assessment of where you are right now and what you are 
trying to achieve. I want to be absolutely certain I provide you the best path for you, not 
some generic mumbo-jumbo with zero relevance to your situation.

We have a kinda weird way to assess that but I promise it’s super effective. 

Is it OK if I go a bit weird on you for a minute?

*wait for an affirmative answer*

OK here goes, don’t judge me OK?



Diagnosis 2
If we were having this call in exactly 12 months from now, what would need to happen 
from now until then for you to be able to say  “2021 was my absolute best year”.? What 
goals, milestones need to happen for you to be able to say that?

 **Let them talk after that, just listen & ask for clarification  (and a specific number) as 
they lay out their goals, questions like:

“that’s interesting”, 
“oh I love that”, 
“what do you mean by that?”
“Can you clarify so there are no misunderstandings”
“Is there anything else?”
“Oh how cool!”
I love how clear you are regarding your goals, this is exactly the kind of passion & drive I 
look for people and it irks me so much when people don’t have such clarity.  I have a 
success rate of almost 100%+ and I am anal about keeping that number above 90% so a 
go-getter like you is welcome with open arms.



Recap
OK so let me recap what you just told me.

From what I understand your big hairy goal that I absolutely love is {{Insert the goal they 
mentioned}} So if I am hearing correctly if these things happen, you’d be able to say you slayed 
2018. You also mentioned {{do a quick listing of things they told you}}

Is that all or did I miss anything?

**Let them add more things to the mix, let them correct you**

OK so, you gave me a specific number of {{the number they gave you}} Can I ask why this 
number specifically? What do you think you can achieve with this number that you can’t 
have right now?

**Your job here is to listen to them share their emotional reasons & lay out the ideal 
AFTER they hope to achieve, listen to that and take notes**



Recap & stories
Oh I just love a solid WHY, one of my clients {{insert a story here from another client with similar 
situation & similar why}}

I understand all about wanting {{whatever they really want}} and I absolutely adore you specific 
& clear you are about yours.

*wait for an affirmative answer or a thank you*

I should also tell you that in all my {{insert experience in years}} of working with {{people like 
them}} I have seen that the very first thing that separates winners from losers is this clarity of 
purpose, once you know where you are going, half the battle is won already. So go you!



Recap & Probe
OK Michael, so you’re currently {{insert where they are using their language}} and you 
want to get to {{insert where they want to go}} I’m pretty sure you have had this dream, 
this goal for a while, can I ask you why you haven't gotten there yet? What’s stopping you 
from getting there?

**Let them talk after that, just listen & ask for clarification as they share their 
frustrations, statements like:

“Oh I see this happen all the time”, 
“You are not alone”, 
“what do you mean by that?”
“Can you clarify a bit more on that?”
“Is there anything else?”



Bridge 
Oh I hear you, it is so utterly frustrating to {{insert whatever struggle they shared 
specifically when it’s related to one of the 4 types mentioned in slide 2}}

Would you like me to tell you specifically how I can help?

*wait for an affirmative answer*

OK so my area of expertise is helping {{the words that describe them}}  to  overcome {{the 
struggles they have}} so that they can {{realize the goals they have}}. I specifically work 
with these 4 types of people:

● Have a problem but no knowledge {{customize this to fit your niche + words they used in the call}}
● Have the knowledge but never taken action {{customize this to fit your niche + words they used in the 

call}}
● Have taken action but it’s not working {{customize this to fit your niche + words they used in the call}}
● Getting the results but not fast enough {{customize this to fit your niche + words they used in the call}}

I typically work with __________ and I help them to _________.

When you state what you are an expert at you want to say it in a way that speaks directly 
to what your prospect has just told you throughout the call and it should sound PERFECT 
for him/her.



Solution Hinting
But really some of my massive case studies come from people {{like them or within their 
category}} because {{the reason they get the most success}}

1. I have had clients go from {{before state}} to {{after state}}
2. And another one who overcame {insert a big result from a client}
3. And this one lady who {insert a big result from a client}

It is humbling & gratifying to see so many people win their battles with {{their struggles in 
their words}}

So the good news is I have seen it all and no situation is a black-hole for me. I have a very 
specific system that {{insert a brief recap of your process, NO MECHANICS, just the 
overview and how it’s different from others}}

*after you are done with this, wait for a question from them or a sign asking us to share 
our offer. Do not proceed unless they ask you*



Solution Presenting
Based on what I have heard from you today, I suggest the best path for you to take would 
be {{insert offer name}} and that should have you reaching all the goals you listed in {{time 
frame it takes to get the results}}

The total cost for this would be {{insert the price PLUS}} and this includes {{high level 
deliverables}}. I however am a huge believer that money loves speed and anyone who is 
a fast action taker is my favorite. These people are also often the ones who implement 
fastest too & therefore get the fastest results so it becomes a win win win for all.

For those FAST ones, I have a FAST REWARD that’s a {{Insert discount for signing up on 
the call}} and if want to pay {{price minus FAST}} when others have paid {{insert the price 
PLUS}} all you have to do is decide while we are still chatting and it’s yours.

*after you are done with this, wait for a question from them. Do not proceed unless 
they ask you*



Solution Probing
*answer any questions they have and keep asking*

Are there any other concerns you have that I can answer?

Listen carefully to the concern and answer any questions 

Ask “is there anything else?” 

Ask “is there anything else?”2-3 times

*after you have answered all questions, just be quiet and wait for them to ask a 
variation of what’s next?”



Close
Great, we can get started right away so we can kick off within the next 48 hours, any later 
and my calendar will be crazy.

I am so excited to see what magic will be created when YOU and {{your offer}} collides!
Let me pull up the sign up page here while you grab your CC.

**close the deal and celebrate**


